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Police were called after Brent Beltrán (left, holding his son) interrupted a pro-industry press conference that included former mayor Jerry Sanders.
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Will money defeat Barrio Logan residents?

Big bucks pour in to defeat community plan that would lessen pollution

By Dorian Hargrove, April 29, 2014

San Diego's largest military contractors continue to shovel money toward a political campaign whose goal is to sink the Barrio Logan community plan update at ballot boxes on June 3.

General Dynamics spinoff National Steel and Shipbuilding Company (NASSCO) has given the most, aiming to defeat the city-council approved land-use changes that would create breathing room between industry and residential neighborhoods. On April 28, the shipbuilder put another $250,000 into the industry-led “Protect Our Jobs Coalition.”
So far during the month of April the coalition has collected nearly $400,000. On April 3, Virginia-based military contractor Huntington Ingalls contributed $100,000 to the Protect Our Jobs Coalition. San Diego’s Chamber of Commerce, run by former mayor Jerry Sanders, followed suit with a check for $20,000.

If money is the deciding factor, then Barrio Logan residents and environmental groups supporting the measure are up a creek. The "Yes on B and C, Barrio Logan Community Plan, Sponsored by Social Justice Organizations" has raised just $11,000 since forming, $10,000 of which came from California Assembly-speaker-elect Toni Atkins’s political action committee.

In response to the flood of cash from military contractors and pro-business groups, residents recently have taken to the streets in protest. On April 25, a press conference featuring former mayor Jerry Sanders and shipping industry representatives was interrupted by a handful of protesters, as reported by writer and Barrio Logan resident Brent Beltrán in the *San Diego Free Press*.

The fight for Barrio Logan land use has moved from the courtroom to court of public opinion. On April 4, Superior Court judge Randa Trapp decided to allow the ballot measure to move forward, despite evidence that the signature drive funded by General Dynamics and others was steeped in misinformation.

"[Environmental Health Coalition] has met its burden to show the likelihood of prevailing on its claim that at least one of the three statements made by [the] association was misleading," read Trapp's ruling. "The statement was not an opinion based upon the statements within the maritime report. Nonetheless, this evidence does not meet the high standard set forth [in previous court cases]."

The items will appear as Propositions B and C on the June ballot.
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More from SDReader

- [City sued over petition drive to overturn Barrio Logan plan](http://www.sandiegoreader.com/news/2013/nov/14/city-sued-over-petition-drive-to-overturn-barrio-logan-plan/) — Nov. 14, 2013

More from the web

- [Pelosi Could Cost You Your Job](http://money.msnbc.msn.com/id/11635973/) — Money Morning
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**Comments**

**Christine Mann**, Top Commenter

I've been saying ALL along that Toni Atkins is behind this! Of course she is. her and mega developer wife Jen LeSar will make millions off this proposition! VOTE NO!! This land has always been ship building. Its an excellent industry and it has to be done on the coastline. so this doesn't help the environment one bit!!! If this was about the "environment" they'd be making the area open space. This mega new development will have an enormous impact on the environment. what a joke.
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**FatCatSegat April 29, 2014 @ 1:45 p.m.**

The headline should have read, "Money will defeat Barrio Logan residents" Sorry Dorian. After Filner's implosion big money stepped right in to put in their boy. They took advantage of the voters who were disgusted with what Filner did knowing full and well many wouldn't show at the polls and the self fulfilling prophesy was complete. Now they're pouring big money into their agenda. Looking at the short term its a good thing for industry, and for our...